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 Latin American Perspective on Opportunities and threats
Abstract: This article raises the issue of China–Latin America economic relations in this century. Dur-
ing the first two decades of the 21st century, there has been a significant increase in trade between China 
and Latin America, and China’s investments in Latin America have increased. Although the presented 
text discusses the issues of economic cooperation, its primary objective, however, is not to present the 
dynamics of these relations, but to reflect on the chances and risks for Latin America resulting from 
economic cooperation between China and Latin America. The article thus discusses the area of op-
portunities and threats in numerous aspects, giving various arguments and numerous examples. The 
conclusions of the article refer both to emerging challenges and the prospects for cooperation.
Key words: China–Latin America; economic relations; opportunities for Latin America; threats for 
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Introduction
China–Latin America relations have a centuries-old history. The first confirmed con-tacts between the two regions were connected with the Spanish colonial expansion in 
Asia and resulted from the Spaniards’ silk sea route, which from the 16th century led from 
China, through the Philippines to Central and South America. China’s presence in Latin 
America dramatically increased in the 19th century (Eakin, 2009, p. 277; Mazza, 2016; 
Mazurek, 2006, pp. 25–28). At that time the first official diplomatic relations between the 
Empire of China and some Latin American countries began. The 20th century brought sig-
nificant challenges for China–Latin America contacts. The establishment of the Republic 
of China (at the turn of 1911 and 1912) did not overcome the marasmus of mutual rela-
tions, and the proclamation of the People’s Republic of China (1949) froze these relations 
for some time. They were rebuilt slowly and with obstacles in subsequent decades. In the 
1980s and 1990s the cooperation was strengthened, which resulted in the intensification of 
contacts at the beginning of the 21st century (Rowiński, 2006, pp. 312–334).
China–Latin America relations are discussed in the literature of political science, 
both from a historical perspective and from the perspective of contemporary challenges. 
However, referring existing studies to the issues raised in this text, one should note 
a certain tendency. China–Latin America economic relations are usually, if not mostly, 
discussed by authors on the level of what Latin America gives to China. In these per-
spectives, Latin America is often analysed as an economically underdeveloped partner 
which, thanks to China, has a chance to be liberated from the economic dominance of 
the United States. Opportunities and threats resulting from cooperation are usually pre-
sented from the point of view of China as the stronger entity in bilateral relations (cf., for 
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example: Ameryka Łacińska…, 2007; Locatelli, 2011; The Political…, 2017). This text 
offers a change of perspective – from Chinese to Latin American. Moreover, it provides 
not only an analysis of profits and losses. The aim of this study is therefore to answer the 
question – what chances and what threats for Latin America in the 21st century are posed 
by China–Latin America economic cooperation?
China–Latin America economic relations in the 21st century
During the first two decades of the 21st century, there has been a significant increase 
in trade between China and Latin America (Fontdeglòria, 2015). China’s investments in 
Latin America have also significantly increased. The ongoing economic rapprochement 
has largely resulted from China’s policy of tightening economic relations with the most 
promising regions of the world (i.e. Latin America), aimed at counteracting the effects of 
lowering GDP growth and getting rid of the risk of falling into the middle income trap 
(Cieślik, 2016).
The middle income trap is connected with the economic slowdown and the threat of 
remaining among middle-developed countries, and the cure for it (apart from providing 
the raw material and product base for further development and new sales markets) is 
innovation and investment. This direction of the Chinese economy – aimed at halting 
negative economic tendencies – was reflected in the promoted paths of cooperation be-
tween China and Latin America. And although trade was still considered to be the basic 
pillar of China–Latin America economic relations, there was a noticeable emphasis in 
mutual contacts in the sphere of investment and innovation. This concept of bilateral 
relations was confirmed at the Forum of China and the Community of Latin American 
and Caribbean States of 2015. China presented a plan of cooperation with the Latin 
American region, setting up three levels of cooperation (trade, investment and financial 
market) in six priority industries (agriculture, energy and raw materials, infrastructure, 
processing, education with IT and technological innovations). China also announced that 
they would invest $ 250 billion in Latin America over the next decade, and bilateral trade 
would rise to $ 500 billion over this period (Exploring…, 2015; Skowronek, 2015). It is 
worth noting that the announcements of intensification of cooperation in economy were 
supported by the activities of organisations promoting bilateral trade contacts (including 
Agência Brasileira de Promoção de Exportações e Investimentos, or Apex-Brasil, Ar-
gentinian Agencia Argentina de Inversiones y Comercio Internacional, Chilean ProChile 
or Costa Rican Procomer). Moreover, cultural initiatives promoting mutual knowledge 
and cultural rapprochement between communities were of significant importance for the 
development of economic relations. This role was played by, for example, the Confucius 
Institutes operating in Latin America. The year of Chinese-Latin American cultural ex-
change which was inaugurated in 2016 in China also supported these relations (2016…, 
2016; Skowronek, 2015).
Due to the importance of trade in mutual economic contacts, it is worth paying at-
tention to the value and the commodity structure of trade between the discussed regions. 
At the beginning of the 21st century, China became the second most important source of 
Latin American imports after the United States. China also became the third export mar-
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ket for the Latin American continent, after the United States and the European Union. 
For China, Latin America is primarily a source of food products (corn, soy, wheat or fish) 
and natural resources (including copper, nickel, iron, gas and oil). The share of industrial 
goods sold from Latin America to China in subsequent years was relatively small and 
amounted to only a few percent in overall export. In the first decades of the 21st cen-
tury, Chinese exports to Latin American countries were based primarily on medium-high 
technology and high-technology products, industrial products and ready-made products, 
such as electrical appliances, computers, footwear and clothing (Cieślik, 2016; Morgan, 
2017; Ray, Gallagher, 2017).
Chinese investments and loans in Latin America were important areas of economic 
cooperation in the 21st century between China and the Latin American region. Invest-
ments were made especially in Brazil, Peru and Argentina, and were mainly connected 
with the mining industry. Loans granted by China to Latin American entities went mostly 
to the energy sector and were spent on the construction of infrastructure. The main ben-
eficiaries of Chinese loans included: Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Ecuador, Peru and 
Mexico (Cieślik, 2016; Dollar, 2017; Ray, Gallagher, 2017).
When analysing the sphere of trade as well as investments and loans, it should be 
noted that China was particularly interested in Brazil, Argentina, Chile and Venezuela, as 
well as Cuba, Mexico, Ecuador, Peru and Colombia. However, the strength of relations 
between China and individual entities was different (Liberska, 2010, pp. 331–358).
The main trading partner of the PRC in Latin America and the most important recipi-
ent of China’s investments was Brazil, which was a dynamically developing regional 
power at the beginning of the 21st century. Brazil’s diplomacy, avoiding ideological 
preferences in its assumptions, was focused on pragmatic activities and maximising 
profits, including economic and trade benefits which were to serve the development of 
the state and strengthen its position in Latin America, as well as in the world. Conduct-
ing its regional and global policy, Brazil tried to confirm and strengthen its status and 
importance. Brazil – both in the 21st century and in previous years – places the national 
interest in the centre of its foreign policy, implemented through contacts with other coun-
tries regardless of their political systems and respecting the principle of non-interference 
in the internal affairs of these entities. Pragmatism and orientation towards the imple-
mentation of economic interests made Brazil a valuable partner in economic relations, 
with which numerous world economies, including China, were eager to tighten relations 
(Spyra, 2006a, pp. 65–71).
The China–Brazil strategic partnership was established in 1993 (Jenkins, 2012, 
p. 22). It became the basis for strengthening bilateral economic ties in the following 
years, which resulted in dynamic trade, investment and financial relations in the first 
decades of the 21st century. China’s share in Brazilian exports increased, while the share 
of the United States decreased. In this way, since 2009 China has played the role of the 
most important partner in Brazilian trade, taking over the position previously occupied 
by the United States (Guilhon Albuquerque, 2016, pp. 51–60; Łasak, 2015, pp. 55–67; 
Maroszek, 2009; Pereira, de Castro Neves, 2011; Toribio Dantas, Khalil Jabbour, 2016, 
pp. 313–322).
It is worth paying attention to the important level of cooperation between China and 
Brazil, namely cooperation within BRICS (and BRIC before 2011). The aim of the group 
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of countries referred to as BRICS, formed by Brazil, Russia, India, China and South 
Africa, is to strengthen economic cooperation which will support the economic devel-
opment of these states. Thus, the cooperation is to increase the dynamics of economic 
growth of the BRICS countries, as well as provide the group states with the possibility of 
greater impact on processes taking place on the international arena, which in turn means 
a change in the balance of power in the world. The BRICS countries are distinguished 
by the growth rate of their economies, and they share some features, such as a large ter-
ritory with a significant number of inhabitants and an abundance of natural resources. 
The similarities compensate for fundamental differences in the direction of production, 
historical experience, running many areas of politics or organisation of society. These 
differences, however, do not hamper cooperation, whose dynamism and goals have been 
directly translated into the development of China–Brazil economic bilateral relations 
(Guilhon Albuquerque, 2014, pp. 108–120; Smyrgała, 2015; Witczak, 2017).
In the face of changes taking place on the international arena, the strengthening of rela-
tions between the People’s Republic of China and Brazil, which took place at the beginning 
of the 21st century, was the result of rapidly growing benefits from the cooperation, both 
in the economic and political dimensions. Both countries – looking for opportunities to in-
crease their potential – were interested in cooperation in the fields of experience exchange 
and support for the development of technology, science and innovation, energy industry, 
mining, transport, infrastructure development, as well as investment, financial and trade 
cooperation and cultural exchange. In order to expand relations on these levels, in 2004 
the China–Brazil High-level Coordination and Cooperation Committee was established 
(Comissão Sino-Brasileira de Alto Nível de Concertação e Cooper – COSBAN), which 
became a significant instrument for the coordination of bilateral contacts. The Committee 
worked within eleven subcommittees and seven working groups responsible for particu-
lar spheres of relations. It is also worth noting that closer ties between the countries have 
resulted in joint ventures, such as a high-tech project on remote sensing satellites, called 
CBERS – China–Brazil Earth Resources Satellite (see: China…; History).
Another country that has developed particular economic ties with China in recent 
decades is Argentina. This state sought in its policy (both in the 20th and 21st centuries) 
to normalise its internal and foreign situation and ensure conditions for functioning in 
a favourable external environment. Argentine diplomacy put a lot of emphasis – which 
is crucial – on the expansion of relations within international organisations and on rap-
prochement with partners important for the development of the national economy (Perei-
ra Carrero, 2006, pp. 100–110). Despite clear economic growth over several decades 
(Łasak, 2015, p. 56), the economic situation of Argentina at the beginning of the 21st 
century was still far from stable, and periods of prosperity were interrupted by serious 
crises. At the turn of 2001 and 2002, Argentina experienced a currency crisis, which 
became a spark for serious riots in the country. After this breakdown, the economy in Ar-
gentina began to rise very quickly, with a growth rate standing out against other countries 
in the Latin American region. In the years 2003–2013, GDP growth amounted to 6% on 
average, despite the fact that from 2008 Argentina’s economy began to slow down, and 
in 2014 it fell into recession. The bad situation was aggravated by the fact that the price 
of soy, which is one of the main export products of this country, fell in international mar-
kets (Argentyna…; Żuławska, 2003, pp. 38–48).
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So how did the economic relations of the PRC and Argentina develop? The strategic 
China–Argentina partnership was established in 2004. In the 21st century, China be-
came the second trading partner for Argentina (after Brazil) and its important investor. 
The Argentine Republic also became one of the most important recipients of China’s 
loans (after Venezuela and Brazil). This was important because the loans granted by the 
PRC were among the most important factors helping Argentina to exit the economic col-
lapse after 2014. The crisis in Argentina, deepened by inflation, poor export levels and 
a shortage of foreign exchange reserves, did not stop the cooperation between the two 
countries, and the assistance provided by China pushed Argentina into the next period of 
economic growth (Argentyna…; Maroszek, 2009; Nowak, 2016, pp. 201–212).
As has already been mentioned, apart from Brazil and Argentina, other countries of 
Latin America have also become important economic partners of China in that region. 
Chile is one of the states with dynamic relations with China. It is worth noting that Chile 
managed to create a stable political system as early as in the 19th century, which signifi-
cantly influenced the formation and consolidation of the basic principles and objectives 
of its foreign policy. They were consistently – though in different conditions and some-
times with certain concessions – followed by Chilean diplomacy in subsequent centuries. 
In this way, in the 19th and 20th centuries, the characteristics of Chile’s foreign policy 
were pragmatism, realism, balance and striving for supremacy. The main goals of Chile 
in its contacts with other countries were therefore focused on ensuring the security and 
integrity of Chile’s territory, gaining an advantage in the region, reluctance to engage in 
remote, foreign conflicts, as well as defending the country’s economic interests. At the 
turn of the 20th and 21st centuries, the foreign policy assumptions also involved support 
for the development of democracy in Latin America and support for mechanisms for 
the protection of human rights, recognised as factors ensuring stability on the continent 
and reducing social inequalities and poverty. The stable situation of the region began to 
be understood as an element conducive to integration among Latin American countries, 
including – particularly – its economic dimension. The economisation of foreign policy 
was strongly visible in the external activities of Chile, becoming even more important in 
the first decades of the 21st century. The objectives of Chile’s diplomacy thus included 
the acquisition of new markets, removal of obstacles to free trade and boosting trade 
exchange (Spyra, 2006b, pp. 122–136). This approach resulted in the intensification of 
Chile’s economic contacts, and tightening economic ties with the People’s Republic of 
China.
An important event in the economic relations between China and Chile was the sign-
ing of a free trade agreement in 2005 (it entered into force in 2006). It was the first agree-
ment of this type between the PRC and a Latin American state. The contract brought 
a significant increase in bilateral trade (a decade after signing the agreement it increased 
almost five times), leading to deepened cooperation in various areas related to economy, 
including science and technology. The free trade agreement strengthened the dynam-
ics of contacts, although it was not the only agreement signed between Chile and the 
People’s Republic of China. After the 2005 agreement, the countries concluded a number 
of different types of economic agreements, including an agreement on the avoidance 
of double taxation and a foreign exchange swap agreement between central banks. An 
important step in bilateral relations was also signing an agreement on laying fibre optic 
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cable in March 2016. It is worth noting that the mutual relations between China and 
Chile could not have been gradually strengthened if it had not been for the fact that as 
a result of reforms in the 20th century and economic assumptions conductive to develop-
ment, Chile became the safest and most stable Latin American country, with solid mac-
roeconomic foundations and a high rate of economic freedom, as well as a country that 
provided legal guarantees for foreign companies (Cieślik, 2016; Łasak, 2015, pp. 55–67; 
Smyrgała, 2015).
Venezuela, called the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela after 1999, is another country 
worth noting in the context of the development of economic relations with China. The 
change of the official name was made by then president Hugo Chávez, who, making 
radical transformations in the internal and external policy of the country, led to a rap-
prochement between China and Venezuela. The assumptions of the “Bolivarian Revolu-
tion” promoted by Chávez, which involved deep reforms aimed at reducing poverty and 
social inequalities through multifaceted changes in politics, economy and society (see: 
Fijałkowska, Gawrycki, 2010), required large financial resources. Tasks planned for fu-
ture and current needs meant Venezuela needed loans as well as trade income. In this 
way, China became a lender to the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, which – paying off 
its loan obligations – began to supply large amounts of oil to China and thus satisfy part 
of its high demand for this raw material. As a consequence, Venezuela became the Latin 
American country most indebted to China, and focused on developing contacts with 
China in three main areas: energy, finance and technology (Charles, 2016; Wenezuela…, 
2017).
It is worth adding that both in the 20th and the 21st centuries, crude oil constituted 
the basic export asset of Venezuela, making the state dependent on the prices of this 
raw material on the international arena. The fall in oil prices recorded from 2014 led 
the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela into a serious economic crisis. The significant 
decrease in the GDP and huge inflation resulted not only in mass social protests, but also 
difficulties in paying off foreign debt. All this meant that in 2017 Venezuela was on the 
brink of economic disaster. Importantly, the poor economic and political situation in this 
country, and problem of debt repayment, did not break the relations between China and 
Venezuela, although they changed their dynamics and the catalogue of possible benefits 
(Hsiang, 2017).
The above considerations show that the People’s Republic of China intensified con-
tacts with a large group of Latin American countries in the 21st century. The significant 
development of relations and essential economic rapprochement with some countries did 
not exclude the development of relations with other countries, albeit to a lesser extent. 
China also developed economic cooperation with Cuba (where China’s investments fo-
cused on the maritime and mining sectors), Mexico (for which China became the second 
largest source of imports after the United States), Ecuador (which paid off China’s loans 
with oil supplies, and where China invested in the energy sector), as well as Colombia 
and Peru (where China became their top partner in export and import) (Cieślik, 2016; 
Łasak, 2015, pp. 55–67; Marzec, 2016, p. 32; Skowronek, 2015).
The strengthening of China–Latin America economic relations which occurred in the 
21st century, should be considered as a phenomenon worth noting – from the point of 
view of China’s economy, diversification of its international ties, the analysis of develop-
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ment opportunities, and from the perspective of new phenomena occurring in the world 
economy. It is also a phenomenon worth analysing from the Latin American perspective, 
from the perspective of opportunities and threats for Latin America and the economies of 
its countries. This has become the aim and main assumption of this text.
Opportunities for Latin America resulting from the economic cooperation  
between China and Latin America in the 21st century
One of the main opportunities for Latin America, which is seen in the cooperation 
of China with the countries of this continent, is an alternative to US dominance in the 
region. In the economic dimension, it is primarily about diversification in trade achieved 
by gaining new markets, which gives an opportunity for Latin American entities to in-
crease their exports and obtain investments and loans needed to develop (China, Latin 
America…, 2011, pp. 7–16).
The range of economic benefits that Latin America may gain from cooperation with 
the PRC is wide. There are profits which – although they concern economy – should 
also be considered from a political perspective. One of them is that China, realising its 
economic interests in Latin America, does not interfere in the internal affairs of these 
countries. Relations between the United States and Latin America were dominated for 
decades by a different approach, making Latin America a zone of direct US influence, 
also within the internal policies of individual countries of the continent (Cieślik, 2016; 
Christensen, Ramos Becard, 2016, pp. 1–9).
The source of the strong presence of the United States in the Latin American region 
can be found in the Monroe Doctrine (1823). The assumptions of this concept were re-
ferred to in the 19th and 20th centuries at the regional and global level, making it one of 
the most lasting and vital concepts in the history of international relations. The doctrine 
was founded on the belief of the Founding Fathers of the United States that the political 
system of the United States, based on democracy and the republican government, was 
diametrically different from any of the European countries’ systems based on monarchi-
cal rule, absolutism and perpetual aggressive wars. The American and European systems 
were therefore considered to be different both in the foundations of their creation and 
in the very essence of their functioning. The Monroe Doctrine was also based on the 
political view that it was in the interest of the United States to avoid engaging in Euro-
pean disputes and, as a result, not to enter into agreements with any entity or group of 
entities in Europe. This approach became a concrete state position at the beginning of 
the 19th century. Since the creation of the Monroe Doctrine, founded on the initiative 
of John Quincy Adams, secretary to President James Monroe, and included in the an-
nual president’s address to Congress on 2 December 1823, it was a determinant for US 
foreign policy, defining the place of the US in the international order and affecting the 
world order over the following centuries (Dobrzycki, 2004, pp. 81–83; Włuczkowski, 
2015, p. 146).
The Monroe Doctrine was to regulate the basic issues in relations between the Ameri-
cas and Europe. It stated that the territory of the Americas could not be considered the 
subject of future European colonisation. Moreover, it claimed that any attempt to ex-
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tend the political systems of European powers to the Western Hemisphere would be 
considered an act of hostility toward the United States. This rejection of the policy of 
involvement of European entities in the Americas was supported by the announcement 
of the United States’ non-intervention in both the affairs of European countries and their 
colonies. This meant renouncing any involvement in European policy (Dobrzycki, 2004, 
p. 83; Fatalski, 2009, p. 87; Gilderhus, 2006, pp. 5–16).
For the United States the Monroe Doctrine was a declaration of isolationism, which 
from then on was regarded as the official US direction, able to protect the political and 
territorial interests of the United States. It also became an instrument of US dominance 
of Latin America, placing the US in a hegemonic position in the Western Hemisphere. 
Being a constant point of interest for its northern neighbour, due to the Monroe Doctrine 
and its complement (expressed on 6 December 1904 in President Theodor Roosevelt’s 
speech in which he granted the United States the right to intervene in Latin American 
countries), Latin America was in the immediate zone of US influence. And although in 
the 1930s the right to intervention was supplanted by a policy of good neighbourliness, 
the strong influence of the United States on the activities of Latin American countries 
did not disappear, persisting in a variety of forms in the following decades and as a de-
rivative of subsequent doctrines present in US foreign policy (Fatalski, 2009, pp. 86–88; 
Włuczkowski, 2015 pp. 148, 150–151).
What was the reaction of Latin American countries to the declarations made by the 
United States resulting in the expansion of the sphere of US influence and their expan-
sion in Latin America? It cannot be said that these statements and concepts were rejected 
firmly and unanimously, or unquestionably accepted. As far as the Monroe Doctrine is 
concerned, it initially received – with some exceptions – a fairly friendly reception in 
Latin America. There were also enthusiastic statements about it, pointing to the overtone 
of the declaration, proclaiming the territorial integrity of American countries and the 
impossibility of their colonisation, simultaneously linking both Americas with values 
such as freedom, democracy and the republican form of government. Latin America also 
noticed the practical dimension of the Monroe Doctrine, which was often perceived as 
a shield that could protect independent Latin American states from European aggression 
(Dobrzycki, 2004, pp. 83, 258–259).
It should be noted, however, that the fear of external intervention and opposition to 
interference (expressed, for example, in the Drago Doctrine, developed in 1902 by the 
Argentine politician Luis Maria Drago; it claimed that no state entity had the right to 
military intervention in another country in order to collect its debts) did not refer only to 
European countries. Concerns in many countries about the increasingly stronger position 
of the United States in South America were large, strengthened by periods of decline of 
confidence, and often resulting in colder relations. This situation was repeated in the sub-
sequent decades of relations between Latin America and the United States, and the desire 
and need for close contacts with the US was mixed with hostility towards US domination 
in the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries. In each Latin American country, the question of rela-
tions with the United States had its own specificity, depending on the internal situation 
and external circumstances of the given country. Therefore, in the contacts of individual 
Latin American countries with the US, there are periods of closeness and stages of reluc-
tance, and even events that could lead to the termination of relations (in the case of Cuba 
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it led to their real break, and a lack of formal Cuban-American relations in the years 
1964–2014) (Dobrzycki, 2004, pp. 83, 225–227, 253–254, 258–260, 685).
The above considerations show that although the temperature and dynamics of con-
tacts between Latin America and the United States were not always the same, each of the 
Latin American countries was connected with the USA in some way, at some time and 
with some intensity – in political, economic and social relations. Thus, the emergence 
of a new major player in Latin America, destroying the earlier prevailing order in the 
continent in external relations (especially economic relations – but not only), could be 
perceived as an opportunity for Latin American states to counterbalance the dominant 
position of the United States. In this way, China’s presence in Latin America was seen 
as a possible source of a variety of benefits for the region that resulted from the rivalry 
between China and the United States over trade with Latin America, related to the eco-
nomic, social and political spheres. The great prospects for building strong foundations 
for permanent Chinese activity in Latin America were also seen in mass direct invest-
ments that were to ensure long-term ties of interests and deepen contacts, extending 
them to other fields of relations (Cieślik, 2016; Rowiński, 2007, pp. 99–117; Skowronek, 
2015).
It is worth adding that the positive assessment of China’s economic engagement in 
Latin America resulted not only from the emergence of new perspectives born from the 
formation of a counterweight to US dominance, but also from a real improvement of the 
trade balance and the balance of payments of many entities on the continent. The export 
of raw materials and food products to China led, in some Latin American countries, to 
periodic trade surpluses, which – despite the temporariness of the phenomenon – was 
perceived as an opportunity to improve the internal situation of these countries, rec-
ognising them as a time of prosperity that could result in averting social and political 
conflicts or initiating development. The fact that not every Latin American country was 
able to take advantage of the periods of prosperity in trade to achieve lasting benefits is 
clearly evidenced by the case of Venezuela. However, it does not change the fact that 
contacts with the PRC have brought Latin America not only a number of opportunities in 
forecasts, assumptions and hopes, but also a range of real economic benefits that can be 
noticed not in the future but real time (Jenkins, Dussel Peters, Mesquita Moreira, 2008, 
pp. 235–253; Wenezuela – Bilans…).
Other issues to consider when analysing Latin America’s opportunities arising from 
China–Latin America contacts include the noticeable growth of the agricultural and eco-
logical sector (which is a consequence of the willingness to satisfy the need for a large 
amount of food products to be exported to China), raising the general price level of 
exported goods due to China’s increased demand, or the creation of employment result-
ing from investment and export, contributing to the reduction of unemployment. These 
issues are raised by some researchers when assessing the benefits that Latin America 
received from the relations with China. It is worth emphasising, however, that there are 
authors who undermine the role of those factors as they do not see them as long-term 
chances but only as short-term, elusive profits (Jenkins, Dussel Peters, Mesquita Mor-
eira, 2008, pp. 235–253; Ray, Gallagher, Lopez, Sanborn, 2015).
The last, but not least benefit for Latin America resulting from China–Latin America 
cooperation should be seen in stimulating tourism. In subsequent years of the 21st cen-
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tury, the number of tourists from China who chose Latin American destinations grew 
rapidly. The basis for this increase was the agreements signed between the PRC and 
particular countries of the region, which assumed co-operation in the tourism sector 
and the creation of favourable conditions for the flow of tourists (guaranteeing, among 
others, easier visa procedures). This area of cooperation is perceived in Latin America 
as particularly important to the economic development of the countries of the continent. 
Its significance is largely demonstrated by the efforts and initiatives taken in the region 
to expand and improve the tourist offer. For many Latin American countries, tourism 
revenues have become an important point in the budget. In Latin America there is also 
the awareness that the share of Chinese tourists travelling to Latin America is still small 
in relation to the large number of Chinese citizens travelling abroad. This fact has mobi-
lised the governments to take more action, for example successive bilateral agreements 
and facilitations to promote this sector of the economy (Harris, 2015, pp. 153–190; Ma-
roszek, 2009; Xinhua, 2017).
Threats to Latin America resulting  
from China–Latin America economic cooperation in the 21st century
The intensification of economic relations between the PRC and Latin American 
countries has become the site of many opportunities for the region of Latin America. The 
emergence of opportunities for progress, stabilisation and strengthening did not mean, 
however, that there were no threats to be analysed here. These include, as in the case of 
the opportunities, a wide spectrum of possibilities, covering both the catalogue of prob-
able dangers dependent on many variables, as well as real threats and losses that may 
affect economic development, contributing to the pauperisation of large groups of the 
Latin American population.
The first threat is the decrease in the share of domestic producers in domestic mar-
kets, which is a result of the substitution of Latin American products with cheap goods 
imported from China. The inflow of Chinese products to the Latin American continent 
– whose prices were lower than the cost of their production in Latin America – became 
an important element of the development of China–Latin America trade in the 21st cen-
tury. This led to a situation where domestic Latin American goods, which turned out to 
be more expensive (even at the production stage) than goods imported from China, did 
not have a chance to compete on the market because of their prices, and were pushed out 
by cheaper Chinese products. And this not only applied to high-tech goods (electronic 
equipment), but also medium or low-tech goods (such as clothing or toys). For this rea-
son, the tightening of China–Latin America economic relations began to be treated by 
some Latin American producers as a threat to domestic industry. Therefore, with the de-
velopment of relations, endangered Latin American producers began to demand govern-
ment support and interventions from state authorities to protect domestic production.
Moreover, it was observed that cheap products from China were supplanting goods 
manufactured by Latin American producers to be sold on the US market. Producers from 
Mexico, Dominican Republic and Panama experienced the power of competition with 
China over exports to the USA the most. However, the effects of substituting domestic 
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goods with Chinese ones were also experienced in countries that exported natural raw 
materials and food to China, which gained huge profits from closer trade with China 
(Łasak, 2015, pp. 62–63; Skira, 2007). A good example was Brazil, where the dynamics 
of development of cooperation with China divided producers into those who – benefiting 
from exports – supported the expansion of cooperation areas, and those who demanded 
that the Brazilian authorities take protective measures (Jenkins, 2012, pp. 22–23).
Another significant threat for Latin America results from the structure of trade, which 
perpetuates a global division of labour which is disadvantageous for Latin America. In 
this division, the production processes of the Latin American countries are characterised 
by extensive exploitation of resources and labour force, as well as low value added, 
based largely on monoculture (Wielgosz, 2014, p. 128). The role of the supplier of min-
erals and agricultural products makes individual countries of the region more exposed to 
changes in the international economic situation, making their economies dependent on 
prices of raw materials and food on global markets which are prone to fluctuations. In 
this way, even a slight reduction in the price of a given product may lead to collapse in 
a country which based its exports on it. Moreover, treating raw materials export as the 
foundation of economic policy often leads to failure to use other development possibili-
ties, such as investment in the development and modernisation of production processes, 
or the processing of exported raw materials, so that the largest possible value added 
could be generated in the country. A consequence of this approach is economic reces-
sion. The phenomenon is described in the economic literature as the Dutch disease. In 
the context of Latin America, it should be pointed out that the processes presented refer 
also to this region – as a consequence of contacts with China. The improper choice of 
economic priorities resulting from the abundance of natural resources can be observed 
in Venezuela, and in many other countries in the region that neglect processing exported 
goods (something that China does not resign from, as it processes imported products for 
their further profitable exports) (Łasak, 2015, pp. 61–62).
There are also macroeconomic threats, such as economic fluctuations, inflation or 
the destabilisation of exchange rates, which – if they appeared in the emerging Chi-
nese market with a not fully stable economy – would be transferred to Latin America 
as a result of the closer relations with China. Close economic relations with the PRC 
make Latin American economies more dependent on the condition of China’s economy. 
In other words, if there is an economic slowdown in China, this situation can quickly 
affect Latin America, contributing to the deterioration of the economic condition of its 
countries. The same criticism is given to the excessive geographic concentration of Latin 
America’s economic cooperation, which, putting the emphasis on strengthening China–
Latin America relations, limits cooperation with other markets – especially the United 
States and the European Union. Thus, the region may lose an opportunity to diversify its 
trade relations, which would give the possibility of a certain independence from fluctua-
tions in the economic situation of one country and which was assessed as a favourable 
factor countering the dominance of the USA on the continent. So there is a threat that one 
dominance will be replaced by another (Łasak, 2015, pp. 61–62).
Finally, a significant threat for Latin America resulting from its economic relations 
with China is the taking over of land, and its accumulation on a high scale. Particular 
concerns arise from the observation of the practice of land grabbing, consisting in the 
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purchase or lease of huge areas in developing countries (in Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe 
and Latin America) by foreign entities (corporations, governments or national invest-
ment funds) This land – usually with a large agricultural potential (though apart from 
cultivated fields forests are also acquired) – is used for investments that primarily focus 
on food production. Land grabbing transactions often include long-term contracting of 
some or all of the crops from specific territories (Łukaszewicz, 2013, p. 235; Przejmo-
wanie…, 2010).
International trade in land is not a prohibited phenomenon, nor should it automatically 
involve negative consequences for a state that has disposed of or leased part of its areas. 
For this reason, it is assumed that in order to recognise international land trade as land 
grabbing, it must have features of plunder, entailing immense profits for the purchasers 
and asymmetry of transactions resulting from the lack of legal regulations. Thus, land 
grabbing does not occur when it is based on equal relations and the free will of both par-
ties, subject to the control of intra-state and international institutions. It does take place, 
however, when transactions occur due to a lack of legal regulations and external moni-
toring, which allows investors to achieve a significant advantage over the state that sells 
or leases the land. Therefore, land grabbing may bring enormous profits with minimal 
expenses to external entities from wealthy countries undergoing rapid industrialisation, 
or those rich in oil. It does not violate the law, but takes advantage of its imperfection or 
absence; it does not, however, reduce the strength of possible threats to the societies of 
states that sell their terrain (Łukaszewicz, 2013, pp. 225–227).
The main danger resulting from land grabbing for those parts of the developing world 
that have experienced the phenomenon is the threat to their food sovereignty, food se-
curity and sustainable development. Land which is leased or bought by foreign entities 
cannot be used to produce food for local communities. Moreover, as a result of the op-
portunities provided by legal provisions, the population from the areas sold or leased 
often suffers additional damage, as it is expropriated and deprived of sources of income. 
This is possible largely because the farming and herding communities of many develop-
ing countries have a habitual right of ownership of populated territories without the writ-
ten property deeds that are typical of the legal systems of highly developed countries. 
Resettlement and the inability to produce crops for local markets often contribute to the 
deepening of poverty and enlargement of famine areas. The situation is not significantly 
affected by the fact that some displaced farmers may find employment in newly estab-
lished farms as agricultural workers (Łukaszewicz, 2013, pp. 227–235; Przejmowanie…, 
2010).
It is also worth mentioning that the cultivation of land and the acquisition of agri-
cultural produce by external investors are often accompanied by taking control over 
basic natural resources in the areas they have occupied (such as water, wildlife, natural 
resources or minerals). This usually takes place in dysfunctional countries whose institu-
tions are not capable of valuing land correctly, assessing the effects of the transaction or 
protecting their own interests. Another issue is that in the areas purchased or leased by 
investors huge monoculture crops are grown, concentrated in mechanised and efficient 
large-area farms. Small domestic farms are not able to compete with them, in terms of 
production costs and productivity, which in turn lowers the outlook for profits from the 
sale of goods. Moreover, investor countries often fail to comply with environmental 
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standards and contribute to lowering the quality of arable land, which also affects areas 
not under their management (Łukaszewicz, 2013, pp. 227, 232–233; Rulli, D’Odorico, 
2013, pp. 6130–6135).
How is land grabbing related to China–Latin America cooperation? It must be not-
ed that China’s investments in Latin American land are not based on illegal activities. 
However, this does not change the fact that people in Latin America are afraid of abuse 
and confidential activities harmful to local communities. For this reason, the acquisition 
of land in Latin America by China is often perceived as controversial, threatening the 
continent’s food security, limiting the pool of possible profits from the sale of food and 
something that can easily turn into widespread land grabbing, harmful for local commu-
nities. Concerns are intensified by the awareness of China’s vast experience in buying 
and leasing land abroad, which is perceived as an advantage in terms of formulating 
arrangements that are beneficial for China (Przejmowanie…, 2010; Puyana, Costantino, 
2015, pp. 105–116).
In the face of the above listed threats, it is worth noting that they did not stop the de-
velopment of China’s land investments in Latin America. Moreover, China has become 
one of the main countries acquiring land in Latin America, primarily in Argentina and 
Colombia, but also in Bolivia, Brazil, Jamaica, Cuba, Uruguay and Paraguay. The orien-
tation of the goods produced proves that the main goal of China’s investors became the 
production and export of the following products to China: soy, wheat, sorghum, maize, 
as well as sugar and cotton. It is important that China’s investments are consistent with 
the programmes of the Latin American governments, focused on the development of 
innovative agriculture. This happened in the Argentine Republic and the Republic of 
Colombia, where China’s investments in land increased significantly after 2008. The 
increase in this type of transaction does not mean, however, that there are no opponents 
of land acquisition in Latin America by foreign entities. This issue still evokes extreme 
emotions (Puyana, Costantino, 2015, pp. 105–116).
Conclusions, challenges and prospects
Summing up, it should be noted that the economic cooperation between China and 
Latin America brings – for the countries of the Latin American continent – both opportu-
nities and threats, giving hope and fears. In addition, cooperation in the economic area is 
strongly connected with the political and social levels, which is reflected in the benefits 
expected by the society or projected losses. The strong dependence between economy, 
politics and social relations means that the Latin American political and economic elites 
face a challenge manifested as the inevitable need to overcome emerging problems and 
minimise the socio-economic threats that result from cooperation with China. These 
problems – regarding a wide group of Latin American communities, small entrepreneurs 
and farmers – cannot be hidden by the vision of benefits and growing opportunities for 
the region. This is because social peace and sustainable development depend on it. More-
over, the main challenges for the decision-makers of Latin American countries include 
in particular the need to avoid the trap of remaining only the resource base for China and 
the world. In order to protect themselves against it, individual Latin American entities 
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should make the effort to restructure their production in order to develop branches that 
are complementary to Chinese industry. In this way, they will be able to compete with 
China – especially in markets where they have the advantage of distance (which counts 
in the case of speed of delivery and the ability to transport goods). It involves large in-
vestments, thus the above solution can only be considered in the long-term perspective 
(cf. Maroszek, 2009). It is also worth noting here that the dynamics of closer relations 
and mutual declarations allow one to expect that the relations between China and Latin 
America will be closer and more intense. In this approach, it is becoming increasingly 
important for Latin America – with the simultaneous awareness of the benefits – to solve 
the emerging problems in order to dispel any resulting fears.
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Chiny – Ameryka Łacińska: stosunki gospodarcze w XXI wieku. 
 Perspektywa latynoamerykańska dotycząca szans i zagrożeń 
 
Streszczenie
Artykuł porusza kwestię stosunków gospodarczych Chiny–Ameryka Łacińska w tym stuleciu. 
W ciągu pierwszych dwóch dekad XXI wieku nastąpił znaczny wzrost handlu między Chinami i Ame-
ryką Łacińską, a inwestycje Chin w Ameryce Łacińskiej wzrosły. Chociaż prezentowany tekst omawia 
kwestie współpracy gospodarczej, jego głównym celem nie jest jednak prezentacja dynamiki tych sto-
sunków, ale refleksja nad szansami i zagrożeniami dla Ameryki Łacińskiej wynikającymi ze współpra-
cy gospodarczej między Chinami i Ameryką Łacińską. Artykuł omawia zatem możliwości i zagrożenia 
w wielu aspektach, podając różne argumenty i liczne przykłady. Wnioski z tego artykułu dotyczą za-
równo pojawiających się wyzwań, jak i perspektyw współpracy.
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